CAMPING REGULATIONS
Ø
Ø

As a visitor, you can be searched at arrival. Access shall be denied to anyone who does not submit to
this, without a right to the refund of any money.
Camping visitors must report to one of the registers at the entrance of the camping terrain. Here, you
can be checked for your age by means of your ID-card and on whether your baggage meets the
requirements.

THE FOLLOWING ARE PROHIBITED:
Cars, bicycles, motorbikes, scooters, trailers etc.
Shopping carts (only wheelbarrows and hand trucks that can drive through the visitation gates are
allowed)
Glass or other sharp objects
Pets
Open fire, fireworks, camp fires or large BBQs (barbeque or small gas fire are only allowed in the
barbeque zone)
Steam generators, batteries, car batteries, aggregates etc.
Sound installations
Gas bottles
Draft installations (self-drafting kegs of 5L are allowed)
Drugs or other intoxicating substances or substances that could be counted as drugs.
Weapons or other objects that could be counted as a weapon.
Climbing and/or destroying gates and/or other installations or infrastructures
Graffiti, confetti, party poppers, paint etc.
Clothing that can be perceived as provocative or challenging
Trade in substances of any kind without permission of the organisation
Dry ice and laughing gas cartridges
Promotional material for other events (flyers, stickers, posters, banners etc.)
Drones & Professional photo equipment
Ø
Ø

Ø
Ø
Ø

Follow the directions of the camping hosts, security and emergency services.
When placing your tent, follow the instructions of the camping hosts and keep free emergency exits,
lanes for emergency services and passageways. Erroneously placed tents will be moved by the
camping hosts without permission of the owner.
The camping visitor resides at the terrain at their own risk. The organisation is not liable for any bodily
or material damages.
The tent of the visitor is not a residence. The organisation is at all times entitled to search the tent or
have it be searched as a check for compliance with these regulations.
Use common sense and do not endanger others!

CARAVANS/CAMPERS
Ø The special caravan/camper camping is only accessible if you are in possession of a caravan/camper
ticket. This allows you to drive on the camping terrain at set times.
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Ø A caravan/camper lot is at most 24m (6m by 4m).
Ø Placing an extra tent is allowed, provided you stay within the appointed lot of 6m by 4m.
Ø Only vehicles that are registered as ‘camping vehicle’ are allowed. This excludes temporarily converted
vehicles with a matress inside.
Ø Caravans or campers over 6m in lengths are not allowed.
Ø Cars are prohibited on the terrain. If the car is needed to put the caravan on the right spot, a deposit
may have to be paid to ensure you also drive the car back. The deposit will be returned to you when
you leave the terrain with the caravan on Monday. It is not possible to claim your deposit after that.
Ø The general camping regulations also apply to the caravan and camper zones.

